
Recent and upcoming developments underscore the need for 
public companies, and their directors and officers, to consider 
whether they may have exposure to a newly emerging source 
of disclosure-related litigation. 

There is a growing, organized effort on various fronts to get 
every public company to voluntarily disclose information 
about its “carbon footprint” and about the other ways 
in which climate change may affect its business in the 
future. As discussed below, not only are significant investor 
groups demanding this information, but the peer pressure 
to make voluntary climate change-related disclosures is 
also becoming strong enough to get the attention of public 
companies across all sectors. If your company is beginning 
to discuss the possibility of making voluntary disclosures, or 
is already making them, there are potential liabilities — and 
directors’ and officers’ liability insurance coverage issues — 
to consider.

Why EvERy PublIc comPAny Is PoTEnTIAlly AffEcTEd

Investors are becoming increasingly interested in 
understanding the “carbon footprint” of each of their 
investments, sometimes for altruistic reasons and always 
for financial ones. A company’s “carbon footprint” typically 
includes the total set of greenhouse gas emissions caused 
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directly and indirectly by its operations. Investors are 
concerned that future developments in the government 
regulation of greenhouse gas emissions will have a 
significant financial impact not only on companies that emit 
large amounts of greenhouse gases, but also on those who 
do business with large emitters. 

for example, if new government regulation causes the 
price of coal-based electricity to increase substantially, that 
regulation might have a substantial financial effect on a 
company that has traditionally relied on the low price of 
coal-based electricity to run its operations profitably. by 
comparison, a company that has become more energy 
efficient, or that has moved to renewable sources of energy 
such as solar and wind, may be in a better position. moreover, 
the future physical effects of global warming, such as an 
increased scarcity of water resources, could bring substantial 
financial risk to companies that neither emit nor do business 
with emitters. 

In light of the obama administration’s June 16, 2009, release 
of a scientific report on climate change that argues for 
fast action against global warming,1  and the upcoming 
december 2009 united nations summit on climate change in 
copenhagen, denmark, it seems likely that some kind of new 
regulation is on the way.

An IncREAsInG dEmAnd foR dIsclosuRE

on June 12, 2009, 41 leading global investors sent a letter 
to President barack obama’s new chairman of the u.s. 
securities and Exchange commission, mary l. schapiro, 
urging the sEc to take steps to improve public companies’ 
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1  Mooney, Alexander, “White House Report Warns of Climate Change 
Effects,” http://www.mofo.com/news/updates/files/15706.html.
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2  CERES press release, “Investors with $1.4 Trillion in Assets Call on the 
SEC to Improve Disclosure of Climate Change and Other Risks” (June 
12, 2009).

3 The Climate Disclosure Standards Board Reporting Framework, Expo-
sure Draft (May 2009). 

4 “Mainstream financial reports” includes a company’s “collective 
primary financial statements, along with notes,” as well as the “man-
agement discussion and analysis or MD&A” that typically accompanies 
those statements. Id. at 15.

5 See, e.g., Global Reporting Initiative, Sustainability Reporting 
Guidelines (2006); CalPERS Global Principles of Accountable Corporate 
Governance (2008); American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM), 
Financial Disclosures Attributed to Climate Change (2008); see also In 
the Matter of Xcel Energy Inc., Attorney General of the State of New 
York, Assurance of Discontinuance Pursuant to  Executive Law § 63(15) 
(Aug. 26, 2008)

6 Current SEC rules and accounting standards, such as Reg S-K and 
FASB Statement No. 5, may already require some companies to make 
certain climate change-related disclosures in their SEC filings. The 
question whether and when those existing standards require you to 
make climate change-related disclosures should be discussed with your 
accountants and attorneys and is outside the scope of this article. Also 
outside the scope of this article is the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s proposed mandatory greenhouse gas reporting rule for major 
sources of emissions (74 Fed. Reg. 16,606, published April 10, 2009).

7 Basic v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 239 n.17 (1988).

8 See Securities Exchange Act of 1934, section 10(b) (15 U.S.C. § 
78j(b)); SEC rule 10b-5 (17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5).

disclosure of climate change-related risks in securities 
filings.2  The letter’s signatories, including treasurers, 
comptrollers, controllers, asset managers, and institutional 
investors, represent approximately $1.4 trillion in assets 
under management. They include, among many others, the 
california Public Employees’ Retirement system (calPERs), 
connecticut Retirement Plans and Trust funds, calvert Asset 
management company, the new york city comptroller, 
the American federation of state, county, and municipal 
Employees (AfscmE), and the new york city Employee 
Retirement system (nycERs).

This June 2009 letter is the latest development in an 
accelerating effort, by interest groups like those signing 
on to the letter and others, to promote an increase in 
climate change-related disclosure.3  on may 26, 2009, a 
working group that includes the International federation of 
Accountants and all of the “big four” global accounting firms 
released an Exposure draft of a Global Reporting framework 
for climate change-related disclosure.  This framework, 
proposed by the recently-formed climate disclosure 
standards board (cdsb) (a non-governmental organization), 
is intended for “voluntary” use by all companies in compiling 
their “mainstream financial reports.”4  The cdsb Exposure 
draft, and proposals from these other interest groups,5 
suggest that every public company provide information on a 
wide variety of topics, for example: 

direct and indirect energy consumption, and energy •	
saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements;

The company’s actual direct and certain indirect •	
emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse 
gases, expected future increases in emissions, 
strategies the company is taking to reduce and/or 
offset emissions, results of those strategies to date, 
and the expected effect of those strategies on future 
emissions;

The company’s stance on whether climate change is •	
a company priority and whether the company has a 
responsibility to address the issue;

corporate governance actions taken to address •	
climate change;

financial risks the company faces because of the •	
physical impacts associated with climate change; and

significant actions the company is taking to maximize •	
opportunities associated with climate change.

To volunTARIly dIsclosE oR noT?  no “RIGhT” AnsWER

Today, u.s. public companies are not necessarily required to 
make these disclosures in their regular financial reports.6   As 
a result, many companies may decide to say nothing about 
climate change in their financial reports or otherwise; after 
all, “silence, absent a duty to disclose, is not misleading” 
under the federal securities laws. 7   A company that makes 
a voluntary disclosure on a climate-related topic could be 
opening itself up to a future claim that the disclosure was 
somehow misleading. 8   non-disclosure is a particularly 
appealing strategy in light of the lack of unified standards for 
disclosure, or even for the measurement of carbon footprints.
but the pressure for public companies to make “voluntary” 
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climate change-related disclosures is increasing, and will 
continue to do so over time. companies that make no 
disclosure at all may find that their investors believe them 
to have insufficient awareness of the climate-related risks or 
even to be hiding something. This is particularly the case for 
companies whose competitors elect to make some disclosure. 
The likelihood of a poor comparison is increased by the fact 
that many companies voluntarily report certain emissions 
information in venues other than their periodic securities 
filings, such as a separate report on the company’s overall 

“corporate social responsibility” efforts, or in the annals of 
various non-governmental organizations. Indeed, on June 15, 
2009, nAsdAQ introduced a “Global sustainability 50 Index” 
(nasdaq:QcRd), which tracks the performance of “companies 
that are taking a leadership role in voluntarily disclosing 
sustainability performance information,” including carbon 
footprint and energy usage. 9 

of course, with disclosure — especially disclosure in 
the absence of a commonly-used framework — comes 
the specter of future litigation against a company and 
its directors and officers for material misrepresentation. 
shareholder plaintiffs will be all too eager to sue if a 
company’s stock price happens to drop at the same time that 
the company increases or recalculates its reported carbon 
footprint, reports an increase in regulatory exposure related 
to climate change, or even makes a first-time disclosure that 
is significantly higher than what the market would have 
guessed. Even the most frivolous case will inevitably give 
rise to significant legal fees and pressure to settle the case to 
avoid costly discovery.

d&o InsuRAncE RAmIfIcATIons

directors’ and officers’ liability insurance is the safety net 
that companies rely upon to protect them in the case of 
disclosure-related shareholder litigation. unfortunately, 
many existing d&o insurance policies will not respond if the 
subject of the disclosure at issue is climate-related risk.
The normal concerns about a d&o policy — such as the 
accuracy of the application and whether misstatements in 
it may give a carrier cause to rescind a policy — exist for 
climate-related disclosure suits too. It is typically the case 

9 NASDAQ press release, “NASDAQ OMX and CRD Analytics Launch 
New Index Tracking Corporate Sustainability Performance”  
(June 15, 2009).

that a company’s periodic securities law disclosure is part 
of the application for d&o insurance. As a result, a serious 
concern would be whether evolving standards of disclosure 
in publicly-filed documents could lead to the situation of 
earlier-filed documents later seeming to be misleading in 
light of new standards and norms.

In addition, d&o insurers have long included what they 
would refer to as a standard “pollution exclusion” in their 
policies. To be sure, a d&o insurance policy is not intended to 
respond directly to an actual pollution claim. however, all too 
often a d&o policy’s pollution exclusion is drafted so broadly 
that there may be a dispute as to coverage for typical 
disclosure-related securities class action suits if the subject 
of the disclosure relates to climate risk. Indeed, a typical 
pollution exclusion begins to look particularly ominous vis-à-
vis potential climate-related disclosure suits in light of the u.s. 
supreme court’s ruling, in massachusetts v. EPA, 549 u.s. 497 
(2007), that greenhouse gases are “air pollutants” covered 
by the clean Air Act. 

A skilled insurance broker will help a company negotiate 
language that provides coverage for disclosure-related 
claims concerning climate risk. A prudent insurance buyer 
will ensure that the company’s broker has done just this. In 
addition, it is worth discussing program structures that might 
provide coverage for climate disclosure-related litigation 
where a company’s primary d&o insurance carrier refuses 
to do so. for example, this may be a reason to purchase side 
A difference in condition d&o policy. finally, care should 
be taken to ensure that whatever gains in coverage are 
negotiated for a company will apply to suits brought outside 
the united states, including through locally-admitted d&o 
policies.

oThER AcTIons To consIdER

here are some additional proactive steps that you can take, if 
you haven’t already done so, in starting to consider whether 
and to what extent your company should make voluntary 
disclosures on climate change-related issues:

Determine what disclosures your company is 1.	
already making about climate change. you may 
find that you are disclosing more today than you 
would have anticipated. of course, you may want to 
review the company’s sEc filings, website, and official 
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corporate social Responsibility reports. you may benefit 
from looking at the website of the carbon disclosure 
Project (cdP), which contains a number of different 
reports in which hundreds of public companies have 
made disclosures regarding their carbon footprints.10  
If the company has an internal group in charge of 

“sustainability” or “corporate responsibility,” be sure 
to find out what kinds of disclosures they have been 
making, and to whom. 

Understand what kinds of voluntary climate-2.	
related disclosures might be appropriate for your 
company. There may be simple, non-controversial 
disclosures you can make to avoid giving a false 
impression that your company is hiding something 
or is out of touch. Reviewing the disclosures of your 
competitors, as well as looking at the suggestions 
made by organizations in which your company’s largest 
institutional shareholders are members, can be helpful 
in this regard. 

Initiate a discussion with your board of directors 3.	
regarding what level of commitment, if any, the board 
thinks is appropriate for the company with respect to 
climate change and environmental issues. discussions 
of this sort may fall within a board’s fiduciary duty 
obligations. In addition, good documentation of these 
discussions may be helpful to a board’s defense if the 
board is later accused of breaching its fiduciary duties 
in this regard. 

Think about starting to measure.4.	  Even if your 
company doesn’t plan on disclosing anything at 
this time, it may still be wise to start the process of 
measuring the company’s “carbon footprint.”  Keep 

Woodruff-Sawyer & Co. D&O liability insurance practice’s whole-risk 
approach to mitigating the personal, unlimited liability faced by 
directors and officers of public and private companies is characterized 
by our dual focus on both insurance and corporate governance 
solutions. To learn more about how we provide Complete Solutions to 
Complex RisksTM, please contact your Woodruff-Sawyer representative.

10  http://www.cdproject.net/.

11  See 15 U.S.C. § 78u-5, allowing corporations and individual 
defendants to potentially avoid liability for “forward-looking” 
statements that prove false “if the statement is accompanied by 
meaningful cautionary  statements identifying important factors that 
could cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-
looking statement.”

in mind, however, that you may become obligated to 
disclose the results. If you don’t have a group in charge 
of taking a look at these issues, consider starting one. 
or, a consultant may be useful in helping you to scope 
out a plan for a future measuring effort. If you do start 
measuring your carbon footprint, keep an eye out for 
near-term financial benefits that can be gained — for 
example, you may find pockets of energy inefficiency 
that can be addressed quickly and easily to reduce costs.

If you do decide to make voluntary climate 5.	
change-related disclosures, be sure to work with 
your attorneys, accountants, and environmental experts 
to make sure those disclosures are accompanied by 
appropriate caveats and specific information about 
methodology. for example, you may decide to tell 
investors the precise basis for any statements the 
company makes, and about the many uncertainties 
affecting the company’s ability to make any accurate 
measurements or predictions at this time. 

Even if you don’t decide to make climate6.	  
change-related disclosures, consider incorporating 
climate-related information into your risk factors. 
This will increase the likelihood that, if sued, your 
company will fall within the safe harbor that applies to 
forward-looking statements that are accompanied by 
meaningful risk factors.11   

because of the generality of this update, the information 
provided herein may not be applicable in all situations and 
should not be acted upon without specific legal advice based 
on particular situations.

Questions? Comments? 

Your feedback and insights on the issues raised in this 
article are welcome and appreciated. 

Please send an email to Priya Cherian Huskins at 
phuskins@wsandco.com or call 415.402.6527.


